Invitation to Scientific Institutions Fair

Dear colleagues,

EuAUP (European Association of University Professors) is an association under formation aiming at promoting values of higher education, expert and scientific researches with emphasis on young scientists, mentors and possibilities of use of European funds for higher education purposes. The activities of the Association are directed toward mutual collaboration of all scientific institutions, professors, teachers, assistants and young scientists in the European Union area and wider.

In order to establish a long-term collaboration between all professors, instructors, assistants, young researches and other educators in higher education in the European Union and the institutions in which they work and operate, it is the intention of „EuAUP - association under formation“ to bring together all people involved in higher education of young people, scientific work, and promotion of higher education as a requirement for a long-term sustainable development. As the first step to fulfil this intention, EuAUP invites you to participate to the first EuAUP conference and Scientific Institutions Fair that will be held

in Zagreb, Friday, 30 October 2015, (Hotel International)

At that conference EuAUP association is organizing an electoral assembly and all bodies of the Association will be established. The goal of the Association is to operate and have its representative in each EU country and institution so You are invited to participate to this conference and to present Your institution to other institution in order to establish long term cooperation for future EU projects and mutual benefit.

If you want to participate and send a member of Your institution to present You as institution at this event please contact us: euap@euaup.org and we will come to You with more detailed information. Below is the conference agenda.

Kind regards,

Association coordinator
Jessica Wilson, w.s.
Friday, 30 October 2015

09:30-10:30  Registration
10:30-11:00  Welcome speech
11:00-11:30  Erasmus coordinator of Ministry of Science, Education and Sports - expert talk: „The possibility of using EU funds in education and cooperation between scientific institutions“
11:30-12:00  Expert talk 2
12:00-13:00  Electoral assembly session of EuAUP
13:00-14:30  Lunch
14:30-16:00  Scientific Institutions Fair
16:00-16:30  Coffee break
16:30-18:00  Parallel session (paper presentations)
18:00-18:30  EuAUP conference closing

Explanation: Scientific Institutions Fair – The organizer (EuAUP) will provide adequate premises and tables for all institutions that express their interest in participating in the Scientific Institutions Fair. The interested institution will be required to organise the table, provide the necessary materials (brochures, leaflets) of their own scientific institution, and make sure that from 2.30 pm – 4.00 pm at least one representative is present at the table to provide the necessary information on the institution for the purpose of potential collaboration with other partners representing other scientific institutions. All interested parties will receive more information on the Scientific Institutions Fair upon request.
CONFERENCE VENUE

The Electoral Assembly/Conference will be organized at the Congress Centre in Hotel International in the city of Zagreb (Croatia). Hotel International, Miramarska 24, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia, Phone: + 385 1 6108 800, Fax: + 385 1 6108 700,
e-mail: hotel@hotel-international.hr, web: http://www.hotel-international.hr